Inflammatory markers and imaging patterns of advanced brain aging in the general population.
Inflammaging describes the complexity between low-grade chronic inflammation with the pathogenesis of brain aging and Alzheimer´s disease (AD). We aimed to find associations of inflammatory markers: i) white blood cell count (WBC), ii) high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP), and iii) fibrinogen with brain structures, sensitive neuroimaging markers of advanced brain aging and AD-like atrophy, and cognitive aging scores. We analyzed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of 2204 participants from the Study of Health in Pomerania-2 (SHIP-2) and SHIP-Trend (55.6% women, mean age 52.4±13.7 years). Associations of the inflammatory markers with specific brain signatures of brain aging (SPARE-BA), AD-like brain atrophy (SPARE-AD) and white matter disease (white matter hyperintensities volume (WMHV)) were investigated. Furthermore we explored their association with general brain structures including total brain volume (TBV), gray matter volume (GMV), and white matter volume (WMV), as well as cognitive scores (Nurnberger Age Inventory (NAI); Verbal Learning and Memory Test (VLMT). We adjusted for multiple vascular risk factors (VRF; e.g. smoking and blood pressure) and corresponding medication use to take their brain aging effects into account and corrected for false-discovery rate (FDR). Results:WBC was inversely associated with SPARE-BA (FDR-adjusted p=0.003), TBV (FDR-adjusted p=0.019) and GMV (FDR-adjusted p= 0.017). GMV was also inversely associated with hs-CRP (FDR-adjusted p=0.039) and fibrinogen (FDR-adjusted p=0.039). None of the inflammatory markers was associated with WMHV. Regression analysis also revealed a trend-level interaction between intake of antiinflammatory medication and hs-CRP with brain aging (SPARE-BA; FDR-adjusted p=0.062). Inflammatatory markers are associated with neuroimaging markers, with elevated WBC leading to significant acceleration in brain aging patterns but not with AD-like imaging structural changes. Given the overlap between accelerated brain aging and AD-like atrophy, increased WBC might be associated with global dementia symptoms due to this overlap in atrophy patterns. Elevated WBC may be not causal to preclinical AD dementia, but an accessory symptom of inflammaging. At population level, our results support the relevant roles of inflammatory markers on brain aging related atrophy.